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ABSTRACT 
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Building automation has lot of potential in decreasing energy consumption and improving living 
conditions. Field is under constant changes due to evolving information technology and customer 
demands. This thesis mapped future trends, suggested a plan to answer this progress and eval-
uated implemented solution for the first step towards these demands.  

Cloud computation has been trend in building automation, as in any other field, but latest stud-
ies focus on edge- or fog paradigms for decreased latency and bandwidth usage. Cloud services 
still have an important role in collaboration with infrastructure and third-party services. The other 
visible trend is IoT thinking and taking IP connectivity closer to field devices.  

This thesis suggests a plan for Bithouse Ltd to reach mentioned functionalities, and a proof of 
concept for the first step is presented and evaluated. The first step is to enable hierarchical node 
communication, and for that purpose, a software component called Message router is designed 
and implemented. Message router uses TCP communication to bind together already existing 
software components from separate computational units, whether they are cloud services virtual 
machines or systems CPUs. Latency tests with different hardware- and network setups give en-
couraging results about implemented intermediary layer, although lot of work needs to be done 
before reaching maturity of final product. 
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   Kehittämällä taloautomaatiota voidaan parantaa rakennusten energiatehokkuutta ja hallita 
niiden sisätilojen olosuhteita entistä laajemmin. Ala on jatkuvassa muutoksessa kiristyvien vaati-
musten ja kehittyvän teknologian vuoksi. Tässä diplomityössä kartoitetaan muutoksen tämänhet-
kistä suuntaa, esitellään suunnitelma muutokseen vastaamiseksi työn teettäjän näkökulmasta, 
sekä suunnitellaan, toteutetaan ja arvioidaan suunnitelman ensimmäinen vaihe.  

Aiemmin erilaiset pilvipalvelut olivat alalla keskiössä, mutta uusimmissa tutkimuksissa keski-
tytään kaistanleveyden säästämiseksi ja viiveiden lyhentämiseksi laskennan siirtämiseen lähem-
mäs kohdelaitetta. Pilvipalvelut säilyttävät silti tietyn roolin, sillä järjestelmiltä vaaditaan enene-
vissä määrin kommunikaatiota infrastruktuurin ja tarpeellista tietoa tuottavien kolmannen osapuo-
len järjestelmien kanssa. Paikallisella tasolla näkyvin kehityssuunta on IP -yhteyden vieminen 
lähemmäs kenttälaitteita. 

Tämän työn tilaajalla, Bithouse Oy:llä, on kehitettynä valmis taloautomaatiojärjestelmä, joka 
toimii itsenäisenä yksikkönä. Tässä työssä toteutettu ohjelmistokomponentti mahdollistaa näiden 
yksiköiden välisen kommunikoinnin. Kommunikointi tapahtuu TCP -yhteydellä, ja yksiköt on mah-
dollista konfiguroida muodostamaan halutun hierarkiarakenteen verkottuneeseen järjestelmään. 
Testatessa saatiin viiveistä rohkaisevaa tietoa, vaikka tuote vaatii vielä jatkokehittämistä. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Demand for energy efficiency and adjustable living conditions are drivers for building 

automation. Answering to these demands is about available information and system col-

laboration. Building automation is also scattered field lacking unified ways of doing 

things. Therefore, collaboration issue reaches from cloud connectivity and infrastructure 

to binding different ways of communication and subsystems at local level.  

This thesis was done in collaboration with Bithouse Ltd. The task was to conclude latest 

trends of interconnected building automation systems, and to find a way to develop their 

product to answer to these demands. This thesis includes both the extended plan to give 

context and the more exact solution for the short-term goal. 

Chapter two introduces the state-of-art of system collaboration in building automation, 

and answers to what should future BAS be capable of? Two consecutive and somewhat 

opposite trends are visible. At first, cloud computing was seen as a solution for sharing 

knowledge and communicating with web services. Next step forward seems to be taking 

a step back with cloud connectivity and utilizing edge paradigm. For local system inte-

gration, wireless sensor networks and inching internet connection towards field devices 

are being suggested. 

Chapter three describes this specific situation and in what context these mentioned prob-

lems are considered later in this thesis. It includes actions that are to be taken in order 

to achieve sufficient system collaboration. Chapter four suggests a solution for the first 

step. It answers to questions about what should the new system structure be like, and 

what messaging protocol is the most appropriate? Chapter five focuses on implemented 

solution. By building different hierarchy setups and running latency tests, the new system 

is being reviewed, in order to weight up if the developed software component is fitting for 

its purpose.  
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2. BUILDING AUTOMATION 

Building automation system (BAS) is used to control buildings facilities. Traditionally this 

includes heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), lighting, power usage and 

other tasks. Advancing technology brought in alarm systems and security features. (J. 

Li, Y. Zhang et al. 2013) 

BAS is supposed to pay itself back by decreasing energy consumption and maintenance 

personnel salaries and adding value to apartments due to increased comfort. Increasing 

complexity and amount of available data bring challenges to system development. This 

could be solved by centralizing know-how and decentralizing computation. (D. Dietrich, 

D. Bruckner et al. 2010) 

Building automation systems devices are usually connected with fieldbus system. Prin-

ciple is familiar from industrial automation, but with certain differences. Concept of build-

ing automation differs between European and American market. American market in-

cludes all kinds of entertainment and alarm systems within it. Meanwhile European mar-

ket understands building automation as something closer to industrial system, with wide 

range of tasks and devices interconnected by fieldbus system.(D. Dietrich, D. Bruckner 

et al. 2010)  

This thesis excludes smart homes, assisted living and any entertainment systems. Focus 

is completely on common building automation tasks like HVAC or access control. Cloud 

connectivity problem, which will be introduced later, applies to situations where some 

stakeholder needs information from multiple sites and some information may have mul-

tiple users.  

2.1 Special features of building automation systems 

Li et al. brought up term “information islands” and how it is affecting building automation. 

BAS usually consists of many separate subsystems. Subsystems like lighting or air con-

ditioning have different data modes, which makes interaction problematic.  (J. Li, Y. 

Zhang et al. 2013) 

Dietrich et al. (2010) state that integration problems in building automation reach further 

than just information islands. The whole physical system is built up by representatives of 

different industries, which creates demand for accredited system integrator. Situation is 
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challenging, since industries have their own interests and solution would need collabo-

ration. Complexity of the system integration adds costs of the system development and 

complicates legal responsibilities.  

When automation is implemented to control living facilities, it faces problems that are 

absent in industrial environment. Due to lack of communication between different stake-

holders and professionals from varying fields, the entity, where automation belongs to, 

isn’t that clear. Living buildings are not built for the needs of the control system, and 

sometimes automation is even seen as “necessary evil”. Legal concerns apply for the 

system itself, since it consists of electronic devices. (D. Dietrich, D. Bruckner et al. 2010) 

Industrial automation system is often divided into three layers, ERP, MES and PCS, that 

are further discussed later with an analysis of similarities and differences in system hier-

archy between building - and industrial automation. In industrial automation, these layers 

are completely separated and could be ordered from different suppliers. Industrial layer 

model reaches from actuators to management level. This cross-layer communication 

could be standardized by, for example, XML documents. (Y. Wang 2010) 

Building automation is more heterogenous environment. For that problem Schachinger 

et al. (2016) suggest ontology-based intermediate layer to cope with multiple different 

data sources. Sita et al. present more traditional system, where one BAS provides all 

user information and hides the complexity from subsystems. Even though Bai et al. sug-

gest BAS that communicates with enterprise applications and utilizes web services, 

building automation system integration is more about lack of standardization in data 

sources than communication between hierarchy layers. 

2.2 Hierarchical model in building automation 

Automation systems provide and use data on different levels as shown in Figure 1. These 

levels reach from control cycle to enterprise decision making. Different layers have dif-

ferent tasks and requirements. Communication between layers is a key factor in setting 

up the whole stack. (Y. Wang 2010) 

The bottom layer in this model is process control system (PCS). It can consist distributed 

control system (DCS), programmable logic controllers, or other means of computation. 

PCS is one layer up from an actual control cycle, so measurements can be done in scope 

of seconds. Its main task is to control the production process, but in layered model it also 

acquirer measurement data for upper layers. (Y. Wang 2010) 

Manufacture executive system (MES) is the second layer. While PCS controls technical 

equipment, MES holds the ropes for entire production process. It is capable of higher-
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level tasks like simulations and data analytics and it is concerned with things outside the 

process like product quality and production timetables. (Y. Wang 2010) 

 

 

Figure 1. Industrial automation hierarchy layers. 

Third layer systems are called by name enterprise resource planning (ERP). Its task is 

to combine production data and business side information. It is as tool for corporate 

management and operates in the level of sales, costs and delivering of product. ERP 

measurement base unit goes from day up.  (Y. Wang 2010) 

Enterprise can end up in situation where all three systems are developed by different 

supplier. Using XML documents is one way of standardizing communication and ena-

bling stack wide collaboration. (Y. Wang 2010) 

Advancing technology and market demand are bringing one layer more to the system. 

On supply chain management (SCM), that Wang adds on top of the traditional automa-

tion pyramid, the whole process from customer demand to raw materials is controlled. 

This aims at faster and more flexible response to any system events and thereby bringing 

advantage for business.  

Hierarchical automation system doesn’t necessarily consist of separate layers with strict 

roles in the future. Similar functionality can also be achieved by following structure. Bran-

denbourger and Dudand are presenting skill-based system in their quite recent paper. 

This system implements design pattern of layered process control. Previous three-layer 

system, reaching even for management level, has separate systems for layers which 
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communicate through interfaces and can even use different network solutions. In this 

system, layers are based on abstract units in order to make enormous production envi-

ronments more flexible.(B. Brandenbourger, F. Durand 2018) 

In Brandenburger and Dundat’s model a complex cyber physical system (CPS) capable, 

of PCS -level operations, is designed in such a way, that system acts as it had hierarchy 

layers. Hierarchy structure consists of virtual nodes. Actual system structure doesn’t fol-

low this, but virtual nodes, working like digital twins, are just representations. Objects in 

systems computational model are being split up and combined to form intuitive virtual 

nodes. Each node has skills, which mean program sequences, that they advertise and 

that can be executed by event trigger sent by other nodes.  

Skill based development enables building modular systems. Upper layer virtual node 

only sees a skill that can be called and nothing further. This leads to situation where node 

sees process proceeding in steps.  

Presented design pattern brings flexibility to production and renovation. Changing soft-

ware component to new one doesn’t concern upper layers or other branches if there is 

no collaboration. This design also enables production to vary between different products. 

More atomic skill means more flexibility, but also increased number of nodes and thus 

system complexity.   

Things are bit different in building automation. It is divided into building automation sys-

tems (BAS) and, above that, building management systems (BMS). Bai, Xiao et al. sug-

gest that BAS is locally executed software product and BMS is enabling it’s monitoring 

and control over network. They introduce Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) tech-

nology as a way of creating interactive web application as BMS. (J. Bai, H. Xiao et al. 

2008) 

Previous was the situation in 2008, and things have changed. Ajax based web services 

are still in use, but, as described in chapter 2.7, they would be level 2 or level 3 BAS 

dashboards or monitoring tools. This thesis uses more modern approach on BMS. 

Schachinger and Kastner are aware of the demand that BMS should be able to handle 

multiple heterogenous data sources. They suggest building a layer between BAS and 

BMS connect and abstract data sources. This model is visualized in Figure 2. This se-

mantic layer would break the direct link between these two systems, but it enables data 

transmitting and system control functionality.  

The role of BMS is changing, and these systems must be able to more advanced deci-

sion making. More stakeholders are coming into picture and, among other technologies, 
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smart grid and energy reduction demands are making things more complicated. Seman-

tic layer would enable usage of outside services and BASs from different suppliers.  

 

 

Figure 2. Roles of BAS and BMS. (D. Schachinger, W. Kastner 2016) 

In Schachinger and Kastners paper, intermediate layer has what is referred to as 

knowledge base, which means it handles pre-processed data. Real world site is divided 

into hierarchical zones which are represented in knowledge base as data objects. This 

means that entire system even to sensor level is in digital form and its state is usable by 

BMS or other BASs. Remote controlling of BAS happens through similar representations. 

Intermediary layers control services are comparable to CPS skills mentioned earlier. 

Those are active components that trigger event in device providing such service. (D. 

Schachinger, W. Kastner 2016) 

Complexity of introduction have been noted in building automation field.  Ruta, Scioscia 

et al. propose service-oriented architecture where smart nodes form a network and com-

municate independently. This kind of social network of objects enables self-configuration 

in BAS or BMS. It requires nodes to be self-aware and capable of standalone decision 

making. Smart nodes in this autonomy level could advertise their services and use others 

when needed.  

Difference to previous system is a lack of central layer. Software component responsible 

of creating network is distributed and each node has its own instance. In proposed sys-

tem, smart node consists of communication interface, external device driver, database, 

knowledge base (similar to intermediate layer), service manager and social presence 

manager. Communication interface and device driver are low abstraction level compo-

nents holding the ropes to network and field devices. Database holds data gathered and 

used by same node and knowledge base is ontology-based structure for processed data 
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usable by social network. Service manager advertises and triggers nodes skills. Finally, 

what makes the system work is high abstraction level social presence manager instance 

orchestrating functions of a node. (M. Ruta, F. Scioscia et al. 2017) 

Jiang and Dai’s space-oriented system would also lack physical hierarchy. Idea is similar 

to Schachinger and Kastner’s intermediary layer’s knowledge base, which is aware of 

zones in building and which of them data object refers to. Although, this system doesn’t 

have any central hub. Connectivity is taken as near field devices as possible, and these 

smart nodes, aware of their spatial location, connect only to nearest smart nodes on 

each main direction. System functions by each node executing incoming commands and 

passing them forward to these mentioned nearest nodes. This creates spatially orga-

nized mesh topology, and the only form of hierarchy comes from building’s standard area 

division into smaller entities. (Jiang, Dai 2017) 

2.3 Internet of things in building automation 

IoT is one of the buzzwords that aren’t strictly defined. It can be thought of as communi-

cation infrastructure for virtual or physical things with networking capabilities. Three -

layer IoT architecture is widely supported idea. Perception-, network- and application 

layers serve their own purposes and together they fulfill IoT system requirements. Per-

ception layer controls field level operations and gathers environmental data. Network 

layer is responsible for data transfer to end user, which in this case is an application. 

Application layer uses acquired data for its tasks. (M. De Donno, K. Tange et al. 2019) 

Connectivity is a key feature in IoT, since the idea of the distributed things is to provide 

services for applications. Computational distribution brings its own characteristics to the 

system. Physical devices and means of networking can vary and device environment 

can change dynamically. Things also usually have limited performance, although the 

number of things must be scalable. (M. De Donno, K. Tange et al. 2019) 

Following examples give context to how IoT changes building automation. Even if func-

tionality stays the same, it affects system structure, computational model and network-

ing.  

Sita describes an example of wired BAS solution. System consists of scalable number 

of PLCs which are connected to central server with industrial ethernet. BAS is centralized 

and maintains system specific database and IP connection isn’t enabled for any compo-

nent beneath it. Monitoring and controlling BAS is done through system supplier’s human 

machine interface (HMI) application.  (I. V. Sita 2012) 
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Same year, Jung et al. introduced three-layer classification for IP connectivity in building 

automation. First step is implementing system with centralized server, marked with an A 

in the figure. Sita’s system was brought up as an example of a traditional BAS structure, 

which is comparable to system A. Difference is in communication between central server 

and field device, which happens through IP tunnel in Jung et al.’s model. 

 

Figure 3. Steps towards IP-capable field devices.(M. Jung, C. Reinisch et al. 2012) 

The remaining two levels are matter of IP capable field devices. Without them, a router, 

marked with a B in Figure 3, is needed between field device and public network. Router 

here isn’t just router in traditional meaning, but interface between field protocol and IP 

network. In this case system could be distributed in some level. When these routers are 

able to exchange information client-to-field and field-to-field, it is called IP backbone. 

Model C is for IP capable field device, that are actual IoT solutions, whereof examples 

are given later. 

For centralized server, there are many existing solutions. Enabling interface to industrial 

automation has brought options that are applicable to building automation. Full IoT ca-

pability brings lot more trouble. Every sensor in every building can’t have their own IPv4 

address duo to address space issue, and public network brings in vulnerabilities. (M. 

Jung, C. Reinisch et al. 2012) 
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IPv6 could solve some of these issues. At least address space related problems would 

be absent. Header simplifications are helpful with lightweight hardware and established 

information flows would decrease the effect of file transfer-based protocol. Authentica-

tion, integrity and confidentiality are key issues on any connectivity, and with IPv6, some 

support is granted. (M. Jung, C. Reinisch et al. 2012) 

IP connectivity enable new features in BAS development. First, device would be able 

communicate with its manufacturers or maintenance providers web service. Product 

could be then improved, or maintenance called based on gathered information. IoT sys-

tem naturally enables other external web services, which may be used to improve sys-

tems decision making. One example of these is smart grid functionality, that requires 

high level information about electricity net to be accessible in low level device. Smart grid 

is just one example. There is lots of other ways to add value to BAS by making smarter 

decisions. (M. Jung, C. Reinisch et al. 2012) 

Demand for distributed IoT systems is also noted elsewhere. (A. Ożadowicz, J. Grela 

2015) Constrained application protocol (CoAP) or IzoT-platform are introduced as solu-

tions for the problem considering heavy requirements of internet-based protocols. Usage 

of this lighter protocol would enable end-to-end connectivity to field devices, and said 

platform is proved to be capable of full IoT functionality. 

CoAP is UDP based protocol which enables confirmed messages. As stated earlier, re-

mote monitoring and control are often implemented with RESTful web services. Same 

functionality can be now reached without heavy HTTP requests. This comes with the 

price of decreased reliability. A demo version of CoAP based BAS takes connectivity to 

field level successfully. Node-to-node and node to monitoring tool communication hap-

pens through central server holding the data. (R. K. Kodali, B. Yatish Krishna Yogi et al. 

2018) 

Other article also gives encouraging results what comes to IoT systems. Lita et al devel-

oped a system similar to what was previously described as IoT enabled field device. 

Arduino Uno microcontroller combined with digital temperature sensor are proved to be 

capable of measurement accuracy and system reliability that is required from BAS sub-

system. Although, data is being pushed forward by USB, but upgrading to wireless com-

munication is said to be possible. (I. Lita, D. A. Visan et al. 2016) 

Manikandan (2016) and Shinde et al (2017) explore different options for home automa-

tion connectivity. Appliances are controlled with Arduino UNO and relay board in both 

cases. Figure 4 presents hardware setup used by Shinde et al, but Manikandan’s setup 

was similar.  
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Figure 4. Home automation hardware setup. (A. Shinde, S. Kanade et al. 2017) 

In Manikandan’s setup, Arduino is hosting web page for user input and system monitor-

ing. For that, Arduino needs ethernet card, that is missing from Figure 4. Bluetooth mod-

ule’s range varies from 100 meters to less than 10 meters and, for this application, the 

simplest one was used. An application was developed for Android -based mobile devices 

to test Bluetooth connectivity. IR connection was based on IR receiver and preset regular 

TV remote controller signals given to the microcontroller. The GSM module receives 

SMS from trusted sources and forwards command to the microcontroller.  

Besides mentioned techniques, Manikandan tested voice recognition and radio fre-

quency (RF) approaches. RF application has more range than Bluetooth and IR commu-

nication and doesn’t need Arduino in receiving end. Receiving RF module reads either 

ON or OFF command and controls a relay based on it. Deploying EasyVR voice recog-

nition module needed training, had limited range and was expensive. (Manikandan 2016) 

 Kumbhar presents wireless sensor network (WSN) solution that is applicable for building 

automation. Network is based on radio communication and data gathering is centralized. 

Nodes where sensors are embedded would be battery powered, which makes energy 

saving a critical aspect. For communication, sensor nodes are equipped with XBee radio 

modules, which are USB applicable with USB Explorer board. With said technology, 

WSN seems like relatively easy to implement. (H. Kumbhar 2016)  
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Kaur et al. utilize RaspberryPi and JADE framework to create a proof-of-concept BEMS 

application. JADE is Java-based framework enabling Multi-agent systems (MAS). In 

MAS, agents are responsible of decision making, which means there is not a centralized 

system control. JADE system architecture is presented in Figure 5. This platform makes 

systems scalable and flexible by decentralization.  

 

Figure 5. JADE platform. (E. kaur, A. Verma 2019) 

System built by Kaur et al. focuses on light control. It has two RaspberryPIs as embedded 

devices. One is attached to a sensor and the other one controls a lightning. Both are 

connected to cloud database. The agent in between reads sensor value, written by sen-

sor node, and writes light control command, read by actuator node.  

Figure 5 doesn’t include either of these field level controllers. Containers 1 and 2 are 

shared computational power, responsible for decision making. In the system built by Kaur 

et al. this part is relatively simple. Presented MAS is connected to database, which works 

as central hub in the system.  

Framefork follows platform-container-agent -structure. As shown in Figure 5, Platform 

binds containers running on different hosts and containers run agent instances. Platform 

has main container controlling platform with its special agents. Platform distributes the 

computation to different hosts for load balance. 

2.4 Node based cloud computing in building automation 

Building energy management systems (BEMS) play an important role in building energy 

reduction. Improving energy management comes through more sophisticated algorithms 
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which brings certain challenges. Optimization makes system dependent of updates, add-

ing field devices is time consuming, fault detection is challenging, and different sites are 

not communicating with each other or external systems. (N. Mohamed, S. Lazarova-

Molnar et al. 2016) 

Mohamed et al. propose layered and cloud enabled BEMS. Much like previously pre-

sented IoT systems, it has wireless sensors at field level and cloud services at manage-

ment level. BEMS is intermediate layer for monitoring and controlling one building or 

other entity seen fit. BEMS can have independent subsystems, but it is the only node 

with cloud connectivity, and it controls the entirety. 

 Figure 6 visualizes the CE-BEMS. Service Providers represent those many cloud ser-

vices where information, updates, software models, etc. are gathered from. Blocks, lo-

cated hierarchically lower to management system, represent anything from wireless sen-

sor to subsystem.  

 

Figure 6. CE-BEMS architecture. (N. Mohamed, S. Lazarova-Molnar et al. 2016) 

Mohamed et al. present their application and the benefits of using cloud computing to 

run BEMS’s algorithms remotely. These algorithms, running either locally or remotely, 

might use data stored in cloud service. Used data could be gathered from different 

BEMSs, so cloud service would need some control over data acquisition. Cloud service 

could also be responsible for updating or changing algorithms. Overall cloud service is 
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meant to enable more complex data analytics in order to achieve better energy effi-

ciency.(N. Mohamed, S. Lazarova-Molnar et al. 2016)  

In this system, data sent to cloud isn’t raw data, but preprocessed, higher level infor-

mation. One-hour average is mentioned as example. Single BEMS is capable of stand-

alone functioning and data gathering, although process can be altered by cloud service, 

since it is in higher hierarchy layer.  

This kind of cloud connectivity has many advantages. One is enabling analytical or em-

pirical virtual sensors. Detecting or even forecasting faults is possible with improved data 

analytics. Automated maintenance in mentioned as example of advantage. Cloud ser-

vice can be used to attach external data sources to system. Smart grid is given as an 

example of system that effect on BEMS optimal functioning but can’t be measured by 

system itself. Controlling multiple sites with similar environment gives vital information 

for system optimization. 

In 2012 Takabe et al. built their test system for building energy management. System 

used supersaturation cloud to process data for system control and data visualization. 

Environment was built using Eucalyptus software. System consists of wireless sensors 

and actuators communicating with local node and cloud service storing and analysing 

the data. (Y. Takabe, K. Matsumoto et al. 2012)  

Relocating data analysis and storage to cloud service decreases the need for computa-

tional capacity locally. BeagleBoard-xm is being used as local central unit as an example 

of low cost and low energy consumption hardware option.  

One of the key objects system is trying to track is human presence. It is high level infor-

mation that has to be reasoned from gathered data. Knowledge of whether room is oc-

cupied or not is important in reducing energy waste.  

Communication with cloud service wasn’t problem free. Local central node was used to 

buffer measurement data and lighter transmission and logging were utilized. Message 

Pack -based event logging plugin called Fluentd was used in buffering and database 

operations. (Y. Takabe, K. Matsumoto et al. 2012)  

Mohamed et al. states that updating algorithms, wider compatibility, fault diagnostics, 

computational distribution and system integration are the most important benefits of 

cloud enabled systems. Updating algorithms was touched on above, when discussed 

about changing system behavior based on other implementations, and system integra-

tion, when that data comes from third-party system. Compatibility comes from replacing 

wide range of field level protocols with IP network, like in Figure 3.   
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Almost the same research group (Lazarova-Molnar et al.) explore the topic of FDD (Fault 

Detection and Diagnostics) more closely. They propose a framework for building auto-

mation FDD. Since building a model-based system is complex task, FDD is based on 

data-based solution. Idea was to utilize mobile crowdsourcing for gathering the data and 

build collaborative system using similarities of multiple buildings. (S. Lazarova-Molnar, 

N. Mohamed 2017)  

Lazarova et al. motivate the solution with correlation between increasing the amount of 

data points and quality of data-based system. In this case, data gathered from, for ex-

ample, certain valve is increased by combining data from same valve type’s different 

individuals. This way the cloud-based fault diagnostic can utilize data from multiple 

sources to single purpose. Besides increasing an amount, this kind of system collabora-

tion also combines system or component behavior from different situations end environ-

ments, which also adds quality to decision making.  

Lazarova et al. FDD framework is built on Nader et al. three-layer BEMS presented ear-

lier having mobile crowdsourcing at field level. Layers and cloud service’s working prin-

ciple are presented in Figure 7.  Crowdsourcing mobile devices are connected to internet 

through BMS’s connection. FDD is continuous process where field level data and BMS 

metadata are being sent to cloud service, which is mining association rules and sending 

back results for BMS to use, as Figure 7 presents. Association rule mining is based on 

partition between data from correctly working system and data from faulty system.  

 

Figure 7. Deploying cloud service in FDD framework. (S. Lazarova-Molnar, N. Mo-
hamed 2017) 
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Cloud connectivity provides services to BMS. Data collection and data storing services 

are self-explanatory, but data clustering service binds together related data from different 

sources. These clusters are used by association rule mining service. Rule mining results 

are being handled by diagnostic reposting service. Besides passing this information to 

BMS, it also informs stakeholders of possible faults. System also has BMS configuration 

service.  

Lazarova et al. propose getting resident’s feedback through BMS supported internet con-

nection in this presented system. In the future it could be possible to acquire metrics and 

feedback from resident’s wearable tech. This type of information is very private and 

would need motivating to get access to it. Also building collaboration could be problem-

atic because of these data privacy concerns.  

The last item in Mohamed et al.’s list was computational distribution, so one aspect in 

utilizing cloud computing is deciding which processes to run locally and which to run in 

cloud service. Shen et al. use fog platform compromise in this issue. Fog computing 

means running algorithms near IoT devices. IoT devices are lightweight solutions and 

there is always a cost in sending data to cloud. Fog computing works in between these 

layers and reduces network traffic to cloud service and improves security by doing data 

analysis locally.  

In mentioned platform, a classification model is built by cloud service and then sent to 

designated fog nodes. Fog nodes can then classify sensor data sent by IoT device and, 

for example, detect faults. Fog nodes are able to exchange information with each other 

to improve models.   

Five different learning models were successfully deployed by fog platform with high ac-

curacy considering relatively small sampling.  

2.5 Edge computing 

De Donno et al. (2019) define edge as a computational model, where computation is 

performed near to devices or, as the name suggests, at the edge of the network. Imple-

mentation of edge computing happens though hosting cloud like services at subnetwork. 

Fog computing is introduced as even further deployment of this thinking. Fog works as 

an intermediate layer between cloud and IoT devices and consists of collaborating fog 

nodes, as presented in Figure 8. (M. De Donno, K. Tange et al. 2019) 
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Xia et al. (2018) introduce edge-based system for smart energy management. System 

is designed to use computation modules to optimize usage of solar panels. Edge devices 

are running four modules to control energy system. First module generates predictions 

of energy produced by solar panels. Prediction is based on prevailing weather and his-

tory data, and not on third party weather forecast. Second module predicts energy usage 

and its schedule, in other words, resident behavior. Household appliances are divided 

into schedulable and non-schedulable ones based on user preference. Third model 

starts these schedulable appliances when it’s the most cost-efficient. Fourth model uti-

lizes production estimate, appliance schedules, battery status, and electricity price to 

operate the switch where grid and solar panel are connected to.  

Implementation of test system proved the capabilities of said technology. A regular single 

board computer was enough to run these models and to work as edge node. Measure-

ments show that system was able to reduce energy consumption at high cost timeframe 

significantly and to utilize solar energy. (C. Xia, W. Li et al. 2018)  

Chang et al. (2018) propose similar system, but with triple computational power. Dividing 

the problem into modules follows previous system, but this time edge servers are capa-

ble of load balance. Even if the idea is similar, cases are different, since Chang et al.’s 

system uses IBM Watson IoT platform and solutions aims towards computational plat-

form. (X. Chang, W. Li et al. 2018) 

 

Figure 8. Role of the fog or edge computing. (M. De Donno, K. Tange et al. 2019) 
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Sharma et al. aggregate benefits of edge computing. Moving computation from cloud to 

already existing IoT devices reduces requirements for network and infrastructure, which 

makes system more cost efficient. It is said, that sometimes, reliable network is hard to 

obtain and even if it is available, cloud connectivity has too much latency for real-time 

operations. Development in IoT devices computational power, interconnectivity enabling 

platforms and data processing tools are making edge computing possible. 

As in any other BAS system, edge hierarchy starts with sensor and actuator level at the 

bottom. Edge paradigm applies even to this stage, and some devices might preprocess 

data before sending it any further. Second layer represents system control in traditional 

sense. System state is being monitored and actuators are controlled based on it. Third 

layer processes and filters data to the form it is reasonable to send for the cloud service 

to handle. These operations are being computed locally or at near-by edge server. Final 

layer is for an actual knowledge mining, where instant feedback isn’t required anymore. 

This is the first layer that isn’t necessarily operated locally but could be performed by 

cloud computing. (A. Sharma, A. Sai Sabitha et al. 2018) 

2.6 Security 

Security itself is a broad subject, and here it is considered purely from building automa-

tion perspective. This chapter presents state-of-the-art and common practices of BAS 

security.  

Gill et al. focus on security concerns that building automation remote access poses. They 

divide remote access systems into direct connection and third-party systems. With the 

first one, user’s device connects to automation systems IP address, and latter one uses 

trusted third-party server to forward messages.  

To define secure system, some guidelines are needed. Following security requirements 

to BAS remote access are given. 

• Confidentiality 

• Integrity 

• Authentication 

• Access control 

• Availability 
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Confidentiality realizes when messages cannot be read by anyone other than use’rs de-

vice and target system. Integrity means detecting whether the message is modified be-

tween two ends. By authentication, system secures that messages are coming from 

rightful sender. System should also be able to detect and block behavior disturbing its 

availability, such as denial of service (DoS) attacks. (Gill, Yang 2008) 

Gill et al. focus on third-party connections due to its advantages. It allows dynamic IP 

addresses for BASs and relocates complexity to third-party server. This enables the first 

bullet point in the list, because server has to look up the final address from the message. 

Presented systems in the paper also require constant connection to server, that is vul-

nerable.  

In suggested solution, initialization-, address update- and address check phases pre-

cede secure communication through third-party server. Initialization phase includes dis-

tributing one decrypting key to both ends of communication and another one for all three 

parties involved. This doesn’t happen through public network. In update phase, BAS 

connects to the intermediary server and uses the key all sides are holding for encryption. 

Trusted third-party server now holds BAS ‘s remote access IP address. While remote 

access is idling, this is done with certain interval. Address check phase begins with user’s 

remote device trying to form end-to-end connection based on IP address in memory and 

end-to-end encryption key. If this fails, connection to intermediary server is formed using 

the key it also is holding, and BAS’s current IP is obtained. Address check phase is 

looping if connection fails, otherwise secured end-to-end connection is formed and re-

mote access is working.  

Praus and Kastner did research of BAS security measures. They used two of the often-

used and IP-based building automation protocols, BACnet and KNX, to search and an-

alyze BASs through public network. More than thirteen thousand BACnet systems and 

three thousand KNX systems were found in western countries. Only few of the BACnet 

systems denied standard object name request and one to five percent of the KNX sys-

tems were insecure. Usually these systems also had server with unsafe password like 

default login. This brings in serious security concerns over BAS’s security.  (F. Praus, W. 

Kastner 2014) 

Pechiar et al. (2015) developed system called Khimo for BAS remote access. Khimo is 

based on similar principle as system by Gill et al. and its role in the system is presented 

in Figure 8. Controller module is like traditional BAS located in building itself. It is marked 

with “My Khimo Home” in the Figure 9. This module is connected to cloud-based server. 

Bottom-up connection remover the need for local router configuration. This connection 
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is using authentication in massaging. Cloud component hosts server for web-based user 

interface. This interface enables monitoring, controlling and maintaining the system. 

Khimo server is a part of the implemented system, which is difference to Gill et al. system. 

Messages are not delivered as encrypted to user, because those are two separate cloud 

service users.  

 

Figure 9. Role of the Khimo server. (J. Pechiar, F. Núñez et al. 2015) 

Communication between local controller and cloud service is encrypted using pre shared 

key and creating session keys. Encrypting uses previous messages to detect if message 

chain is broken. The keys needed for connection handshake are kept by running process 

and this way they are stored only in RAM, which increases system security. (J. Pechiar, 

F. Núñez et al. 2015) 

Liu et al. analyzed security features in building automation. They present four key point 

that make BAS security difficult. Smart field devices are cost – and energy effective, as 

stated earlier, which limits security protocols. BAS implementations differ in many ways, 

including network aspect. Security features must be flexible enough to adapt different 

device networks. Automation devices must be in the field, where attacker might get 

hands on them. BAS is also updated time to time, which brings its own problems. (Y. Liu, 

Z. Pang et al. 2018) 

Physical access doesn’t worry everyone. Prarthana et al. suggest IoT solution for garage 

door. System provides more proof of present single-board computer’s capabilities in 
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building automation. Node controlling the door has finger-print sensor attached to it, and 

authorized fingerprints are being held in local database. System also has browser-based 

UI for authorized users to control lock mechanism from remote location if needed. (R. J. 

Prarthana, A. M. Dhanzil et al. 2018) 

This example underlines difference between local and system wide security threats. Gill 

et al. are concerned of authentication keys leaking. Serious precautions have been 

taken, because successful attack would put whole system under great risk. Prarthana et 

al suggest door lock solution with local database. In this case, physical access to device 

means attacker is through only thing authentication is trying to protect. 

2.7 Monitoring building automation 

BAS, like any other automation system, must provide user interface. There is no proper 

standard for these monitoring tools or dashboards, which leads to variety of different 

level solutions being marketed as such. Scale goes from screen display showing static 

content to system controlling combined with live data analytics. (Shadpour, Kilcoyne 

2015) 

Shadpour and Kilcoynes suggest four-layer classification for BAS dashboards to clarify 

how advanced functionality granted or demanded. Level zero monitoring tool in that clas-

sification begins with said static content. This level is numbered as zero because it is not 

an actual user interface to BAS. No data is being exchanged between user and the sys-

tem, and therefore view doesn’t have dynamic elements that would help with real-time 

decision making. Application itself can still be interactive, even if displayed data is either 

simulated or history data. This thesis focuses on data exchange between BAS and its 

users, which means this layer is excluded from the scope. 

Level one is achieved when real-rime data values are being displayed. This requires 

constant connection to the system, although user cannot send any control commands. 

At this level, monitoring tool enables real-time decision making by showing state of the 

system. View can have component showing, for example, difference between present 

value and historical value, but not yet actual data analytics. This is minimum requirement 

for this study although these levels don’t take a stand on whether the communication 

happens over network or not. 

Second level monitoring tool is capable of much wider range of tasks than just showing 

BAS’s present state. To begin with, these tools can run data analytics on gathered history 

data and combine it with some outside data source. These outside data sources can be 

web services. Second level monitoring tools communicate with BAS over network and 
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they are able to send in commands. With these features, status of an actual user inter-

face is reached. Ability to gather real-time data from different locations is also character-

istic to this level. 

Third and final level differs from the second one mainly in data analytics. At second level, 

analyzing tool is used on demand and not continuously. This thinking is taken even fur-

ther, and these views can contain customizable real-time analytics. This feature com-

bined with system control abilities enable automatic decision making based on big data.  

Nembrini et al. notes the importance of data visualization. Successful visualization in-

creases user’s ability to pick up important knowledge from large datasets. It enables 

human pattern recognition in different level than raw data but doesn’t replace data ana-

lytics. Term “visual data exploration” is presented. It covers features that allow user to 

interact with visualization and actively search for higher level knowledge.  

Building automation is a field where there is lot to improve in the sense of data visuali-

zation. BAS needs and provides vast amount of data and more is to come after occu-

pancy monitoring and other future aspects. Still the tools are missing. Especially spatial 

context of the data and information overload are mentioned as present problems in BAS 

monitoring. Although there are examples that deploy building floor plans or pattern recog-

nition. (Nembrini, Évéquoz et al. 2017) 

Figure 10 presents parallel coordinates plotting (top-left corner) and spatial context data 

(bottom-left corner). Questionnaire made for experts that are working in this field had 

encouraging results, as both of these were found useful.  
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Figure 10. BAS data visualization using spatial context. (Nembrini, Évéquoz et al. 
2017) 

Tools described in Figure 10 and used by experts before questionnaire allow user inter-

action. Interesting data subset can be selected, and diagram reacts to changes. This 

way user is able to explore data to find useful knowledge. Presented system expands 

stage 2 dashboard but doesn’t meet stage 3 requirements. 
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3. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND ENVIRON-
MENT 

As presented in previous chapter, cloud computing is becoming a part of BAS develop-

ment. Technology is going forward, and BAS contractor must keep up to response mar-

ket demand. IoT thinking is driving industry towards network of wireless devices, which 

decreases system set up time and increases system flexibility. Faster and cheaper inter-

net connections motivate for increased data gathering and analysis. Reducing energy 

consumption, in addition to many other applications, creates demand for system collab-

oration with services like weather forecast and electric network.  

When doing research and development for BAS product, it is important to set clear task 

when taking described technological leap. As previous chapter presented technological 

options and industry’s state-of-art, this chapter gives more practical point of view and 

sets said task. The goal was to set clear task for the design and development process. 

This task consists of goals and limitations, since possible tools to complete the task are 

known. 

The business environment binds together two views. The first one is thesis commis-

sioner’s business model and its future scope. The second one is realized BAS contracts 

in the market at the moment, and more specifically, the most advanced ones. These two 

combined forms an overview of the final product and what it should be capable of from 

the business perspective. 

Moving towards these goals is divided into three steps or phases. First one begins the 

cloud connectivity and is implemented as a part of this thesis. Setting said task includes 

few acute problems, which developed application is answering to. Second phase is an 

upcoming project, which is intended to give insight and know-how on presented subjects. 

Third phase is a future prospect, where next generation BAS product is being outlined. 

Security is always a concern in cloud-based systems. The goal was to make proof-of-

concept application and actual security features are out of scope in that sense. Security 

must still be taken into account, since it would be vital part of the final product. An over-

view of security options in use and possible threats creates boundaries for system de-

velopment. System should be at least security-ready, meaning some of said options be-

ing applicable.  
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3.1 Business environment 

One of the key points in setting the requirements for developed product is figuring out 

what is profitable and marketable in current situation. Besides effectiveness of system 

implementation and maintenance, and customer demand work as drivers while structur-

ing requirements for cloud connected system from business perspective. Naturally also 

competitor’s systems like Ouman Ounet, Fidelix Smart IoT, or Siements Desigo set the 

bar for development.  

Discussion with Bithouse Ltd’s representative led to listing following aspects in develop-

ing system to match the demand.  

• Maintainability 

• Saving bandwidth 

• Off-line functioning 

• Local off-line monitoring 

• Flexible hierarchy structure 

• Separating clients 

Maintainability means granting simple way of replacing software- or hardware compo-

nents. Components may malfunction, wear out or need an update. System needs to be 

modular and have clear interfaces to achieve this.  

Taking cloud connectivity closer to field level brings in an issue of network bandwidth. 

Having each connected device pushing all its data to cloud service all the time isn’t eco-

nomically sensible. Decreasing data traffic over public network may not be the most im-

portant planning aspect, but still something to concern.  

BAS shouldn’t be dependent of internet access. This may seem self-explanatory, but, as 

stated previously, BAS can be modular system, and vital inter modular communication 

shouldn’t be disabled, when outside connection is shut down. BAS controlling a single 

entity, for example one city block, should also function off-line as stand-alone system. 

Off-line monitoring continues same principle. Confirming system functioning and modify-

ing its behavior should be enabled in off-line mode. In wider meaning this includes hier-

archical systems layers not being dependent of upper layer functions. 

There is doubts whether the field device – BAS – cloud service -model is flexible enough. 

Dividing system into fixed number of subsystems and granting different level access to 
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different stakeholders is considered necessary. Building customized hierarchical system 

shouldn’t be a complex process. 

Limiting user’s system access by structural measures is being taken to cloud service 

level. Hosting separate cloud service for each stakeholder is considered simpler and less 

attractive for possible attackers.  

Setting task with cloud connected system is also dependent of the market. Research on 

current situation and evaluation of future trends is based on assumption that today’s 

headline contracts have features of tomorrow’s consumer building automation. Following 

examples are the most recent BAS projects, that are making it to the headlines. 

Helsinki central library Oodi extends the role of traditional BAS by having open interface 

access control system. Oodi uses system developed by Siemens and enables facility 

reservations for users. System is browser based. (Kelkka, 2019)  

 MicroSCADA Pro system enables single page overview of the enormous hospital com-

plex electrical system. (Cankar, 2019)  

Smart city concept creates demand to push building- and infrastructure data to cloud. 

Future visions include cloud computed knowledge to be accessible by different stake-

holders. Cloud connected components are already reality. This all rise questions about 

who owns the data? (Aalto, 2018)  

Large BAS implementations are being built without substations. Components have wire-

less connections which enables cloud connectivity without central local server. Cloud 

service is communicating with resident’s mobile application for better living conditions, 

although billing is based on consumption and even air flow is taken in consideration. 

(Pylvänen, 2017)  

One problem in building automation is difference between measured conditions reaching 

their setpoints and resident feedback being positive. There are solutions for combining 

feedback to sensor data for further analysis. Feedback can be gathered by browser-

based application or by installing feedback boards to estate. (Ihasalo, 2017)  

These examples provide situation information about domestic building automation mar-

ket. Implemented systems are naturally years behind university studies, but same direc-

tion is visible. 

3.2 Cloud-based dashboard 

As the market demand drives towards cloud connectivity, system provider must respond. 

In the first phase, goal was to create cloud-based monitoring tool or a dashboard that 
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would respond to the demand. Figure 11 presents the discarded system setup on the left 

and the implemented setup on the right. The left system setup could be compared to 

system A in Figure 3. Cloud instance works as central server that holds all the function-

ality logic that binds system together. Cloud instance is more like relocated BAS, that 

communicates with substations using BACnet or KNX, but on top of TCP. System setup 

on the right side is system B in this comparison. BAS stations or nodes are more inde-

pendent. They are capable of information exchange without cloud instance and hosting 

their own UIs.  

 

Figure 11. Options for the system setup. 

In the Figure 11, BAS station 1 and 2 represent CPUs controlling their own subsystems. 

Gateway device is a third-party device, granting secured connection between CPUs and 

cloud instance. User marks entry point to the system, which is usually HTML-based UI 

page. 

Using third-party gateway device would be simpler way of implementing secured data 

transfer and one thing less to worry about. It would also grant modular networking, and 

its provider can be easily changed. Problem with this setup is cost efficiency. Separate 

gateway device is additional cost, and in some cases, multiple units may be needed. 

This creates one requirement for BAS station. It should be able to form and maintain 

secured connection to the upper layer instance.  

Other aspect of cost efficiency is periodic bills. Running virtual machine on cloud platform 

may not be expensive from corporate point of view, but in building automation, this could 

be a problem, and cost efficiency is mentioned in the requirements. To achieve it, cloud 
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instance should be as light as possible, since usually PaaS providers charge by proces-

sor usage. Secured disk space for cloud database increases the charges, therefore sys-

tem data should be kept locally.  

As stated earlier, “user” in Figure 11 marks entry point, where UI page can be fetched. 

Before implementing any cloud instance, this page is hosted by each BAS station. When 

page is hosted by a cloud server, it should be able show data from multiple sources in 

one view. Achieving that feature, thus relocating UI, shouldn’t affect negatively on its 

possibilities. All the monitoring and controlling features of the currently used system 

should remain.  

One downside of implementing system setup described on the left side of the Figure 11 

is limited access. When using described structure for implementing cloud instance, hav-

ing local UI is disabled. Contractors are running into problems with implementing simple 

monitoring screen to the side of a ventilation unit and off-line functionalities. One require-

ment for the new system (Figure 11, right) is to maintain all the stand-alone features of 

each sub-station, including their own UIs.  

Other downside is collaboration between sub-stations of the same building. When sys-

tem logic is pushed too much into the cloud side and sub-stations are connected straight 

to the cloud instance, local collaboration is disabled. This conflicts with preparing for loss 

of the internet connection and edge paradigm. Even if shared information wouldn’t be 

vital for the receiving sub-system, new system should be able to communicate within 

local network. According to edge thinking it would also reduce latency of said communi-

cation and bandwidth usage. 

Simplifying access to substation UI brings in some concerns. One advantage is that 

touchscreen could be used much like gauge, and therefore it should be readable for 

numerous users. For that reason, it is especially important to effectively block upstream 

commands in the system. 

3.3 Towards edge computing 

Second phase towards utilizing edge computing paradigm in building automation is an 

upcoming project. Figure 12 presents a rough sketch of an idea for the system UI. It 

depicts a city map with administered sites, and it is only showing vital, high level, infor-

mation from each BAS.  
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Figure 12. Illustration of the browser-based UI. 

In Figure 12, each building has its own independent automation system, and illustrated 

map view shows minimal amount of information per system. This project implements 

smart city concept, as user interface is built for someone responsible for the whole city 

block, city or even wider area. Naturally nobody holds the ropes for the entire BAS of 

every building in that area, but some limited aspect of it. For example, these can be 

heating - or electricity systems.  

Many examples in the chapter 2. talk about optimization from homeowner’s or resident’s 

point of view. In that context, even smart grid functionality aims to user benefit. Project 

presented here has different viewpoint. Limited, high level control for numerous BAS 

instances enables functionalities like load balance and demand predictions.  

It could be argued, that edge computing paradigm is implemented in this system. Cloud 

based user interface is used for gathering high level data and convey collective mes-

sages. Computation, that is needed to obtain important indicator values, is performed 

locally. These values are represented in Figure 12 as BAS_STATE and KPI_VALUE.  

In the chapter 2.5, edge computing is presented more as platform combining local and 

cloud computation in IoT ecosystem. This project is relatively far from that definition, 

although it is said that these terms are not strictly used. Then again, the key benefits of 

the edge computing are present, since indicator values are usable for the local BAS 

without network latency and minimal amount of data in transferred.  
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3.4 Future scope 

After phases 1 and 2, there is still lot of work to do before reaching all the possibilities 

described in the chapter 2. This means achieving collaborating ecosystem of context 

aware IoT nodes utilizing edge computing and third-party cloud services. Described tech-

nological leap must be taken in parts and keeping goals in mind.  

First step towards presented functionality is developing a requirement filling cloud appli-

cation. Cloud instance in chapter 3.2, which is implemented as a part of this thesis, is 

mainly for centralizing multiple CPUs already existing functionalities. As suggested in the 

chapter 2.4, cloud instance should be able to perform higher level operations.  

A future project, presented in chapter 3.3, is meant to give more information and view on 

aspect. As a client project, it has clearer goals, and gained insight should facilitate de-

signing own product. That project is concentrated on locally counting performance- and 

alarm indicators and dynamically and remotely changing their models, which is a step 

closer to modern system.  

 

Figure 13. Future system outlines. (S. Chen, H. Wen et al. 2019) 

Smart grid functionality has been present in IoT, cloud, edge technology adaptations, 

and there was an example of realized collaboration between BAS and electric company. 

Besides electric network, at least district heating should be taken into account when de-

signing the cloud instance, and future will bring in many more information sources that 

BAS is dependent on. It seems like the key element will be interaction with infrastructure.  
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 Other side of the development is local computation and system setup. Chapter 2.3 pre-

sents wide range of IoT installations and ways of communication. Those were imple-

mented with microcontrollers or lightweight single-board computers due to cost effi-

ciency, which is in more important role in building- than industrial automation. Chapter 

2.5 presents technical and chapter 3.2 practical reasons to avoid connecting IoT devices 

straight to the cloud service. While examples in chapter 2.5 give information about im-

plementing local edge ecosystems, many of the used references deplore the lack of ma-

ture technologies.  

Dietrich et al. (2010) describe problems in building automation and varying contractors 

from different industries is mentioned. Robust installation is also called for at the chapter 

3.1, which comes from the fact that developing control software, building automation 

contract, and actually putting pieces together are, in this case, all done by different com-

panies. Self-configuring network of IoT devices is suggested and could be the solution.  
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4. APPLICATION 

Part of the thesis was to design and implement my own solution for the cloud connectivity 

problem. The goal was to create a proof-of-concept application that would route mes-

sages correctly and fast enough for proper usability. This would prove chosen technolo-

gies are capable of set tasks and that this application can be developed into fully working, 

cloud connected, BAS monitoring and controlling tool.  

Application was ordered by Bithouse Oy. They are, among other things, doing research 

and development on their BAS product. Software product is divided into two parts, web 

engine and Software Logic Controller (SLC). SLC is a product name and it is meant to 

be running on CPU of building automation. This software product is stable, tested and 

long used which makes it corner stone of this new cloud-based monitoring tool. 

At chapter 4.1 the design process and final application are being presented. This in-

cludes motivating decisions, presenting software component relations, working principle 

of the system, and what was learned in process. Chapter 4.2 focuses on rejected ideas, 

why they were taken in consideration, why somebody else might use them and why they 

were rejected this time.  

4.1 System structure 

Designing this application started from an idea of keeping SLC running on every PC that 

is included in the system, and to create new application by its side to deal with cloud 

connectivity. Old monitoring web application used local TCP port to communicate with 

SLC, which granted JSON friendly interface to the system.  

Fetching HTML based monitoring application from BAS’s public IP address was found 

problematic. This leads to connectivity though NAT being one of the key features de-

manded from this new system.  

This new system consists of smart nodes that are configured to form tree structure. Dif-

ference to old system is shown in Figure 14. Connectivity is done using TCP/IP, and 

connections are always formed bottom-up in hierarchy. Simple example in the right side 

of Figure 14 could represent BAS with three industrial PCs and fourth node running in 

virtual machine and hosting a web service for monitoring. Laptop symbols represent us-

ers.  
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Figure 14. Old and new system structure. 

SLC is the most complex part of the system. It hides all the different field solutions and 

communication models. As a cornerstone of the system, it was left untouched and new 

functionality was built on top of it. In this new system, message router requests values 

by names or headers of the datapoints through local TCP port and reads the answers 

just like web engine used to do.  

Figure 14 presents an example of system structure that can now be achieved. User in 

Figure 14 represents browser-based UI and it is not part of the system connected by 

message routers. Nodes have the same meaning as in Figure 16, but now represented 

as independent computational units. 

Figure 15 presents information stream in current dashboard. UI represents browser 

page, as mentioned, is hosted by local BAS CPU. Typical UI page has process view with 

dynamic sensor values. Page sends update requests to web engine backend within set 

update interval. This communication uses HTTP and authentication is implemented with 

user sign in and sessions.  

Web engine then handles the update request and requests needed values from SLC 

instance. Values are requested one at a time. SLC is listening to local TCP port, which 

is used for communication. Any higher abstraction level protocol is used, but messages 

follow JSON format.  
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Figure 15. Update cycle in present BAS. 

Mentioned JSON format messaging between Web engine and SLC is the technical prob-

lem when developing interconnected system with minimal changes. Figure 16 presents 

new system information flow, that can be compared to old system in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 16. Update cycle in suggested system. 

In the system presented in Figure 16, communication between UI and Web engine is 

same as earlier. In old system, web engine knew names of the datapoints that update 
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cycle demanded. New information is added when it also knows which node that specific 

datapoint belongs to. Example of this is given in Figure 16 next to web engine.  

Each node works also as stand-alone sub-system and connection to any hierarchy layer 

downward is allowed. This makes each smart node a central server of the sub-system 

where it is the highest one of the tree-structure. In this system the upper node sends 

request and lower one sends response, and never other way around. Idea behind this 

was to be able to create different views for different level stakeholders and grant interface 

to system just by controlling access to devices. This makes system flexible and enables 

possible third-party applications. In the example, hierarchy levels beneath cloud symbol 

are meant to be connected to same local network and, due to these previous features, 

BAS can be monitored on the site without cloud access.  

Figure 17 presents software structure of a smart node. UI is web application for system 

monitoring. It listens to standard TCP port and deals with user sign in. SLC engine offers 

interface for requesting BAS state information and sending commands. Message router 

is new proof of concept application, which redirects requests to SLC of the right node 

and returns answer to requesting web application. In present system, web application 

uses local SLC directly. One of the concerns in developing message routing was if the 

requests were fast enough for web application to be usable.  

 

 

Figure 17. Application interaction inside single node. 
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Node-to-Node communication in Figure 17 is what makes Figure 16 hierarchical struc-

ture possible. Message router listens to connections and, after handshake, marks con-

nected node belonging to layer beneath. Message router is also configured to form a 

connection to its upper layer node. System is designed to form the hierarchy structure 

automatically and to keep connections alive, but it needs correct configuration. 

Message routing is based on individual identification number given to each smart node. 

Lower level nodes are advertising their node id’s to upper layer which allows nodes to 

keep track of layers beneath. This information is then used in message routing.   

Message router gives an entry point to system and allows control over layers beneath. 

This gives “other applications” in Figure 17 access to state of sub-system which enables 

running algorithms at upper layer node with more hardware or at virtual machine and 

combining information from different nodes. 

Figure 18 presents key difference between developed system and the ones in chapter 

2. System A makes clear separation between local BAS and cloud service. System B 

implements same software component to different roles depending on configurations 

and user accesses.  

 

Figure 18. Models for utilizing cloud services in BAS development. 
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System A implements the three-layer BMS structure and has collaborating BASs. Field 

layer could be wireless sensor and actuator network, but hierarchical structure of stand-

alone substations isn’t supported. If building complex would be spatially too large for one 

BAS central station, separate systems would interact through cloud service.  

System B supports node hierarchy. Nodes 1-3 would be running on virtual machines on 

cloud platform. Them would be used for remote monitoring and control, much like the 

cloud service in chapter 2.4. Nodes 4-7 would be running locally at building. Them would 

be accessible from local network through authentication.  

As concluded in chapter 2, while presenting system model similar to system A here, all 

stakeholders are not willing to let their building’s BAS collaborate with other’s systems. 

Data gathered from living conditions is private, which leads to one of the advantages of 

system B. In the example, nodes 1 and 3 represent completely separate cloud services 

for local BASs 4 and 7. Node 2 is interface to system for outside business or cloud service 

that needs partial state information from the system. As requests don’t go upstream in 

system, data privacy is granted by application structure, when giving third party access 

to devices controlling sensors and actuators it needs.  

Maintainability of overall system is improved by this application. Monitoring and control-

ling tools in addition to algorithms, presented in Figure 17 as other applications, have 

standard, JSON format interface to system beneath that particular node. SLC can be 

updated, modified, or changed to new software tool, as long as it responses to standard-

ized requests. Message router interface makes it easy for anybody to develop new fea-

tures or application on top of it.  

Devices malfunction and clients have requests for system upgrades. Bottom-up connec-

tions need configuration only for hierarchically lower node to complete. This makes add-

ing new devices or replacing broken ones simple. Naturally upper node doesn’t monitor 

new devices state information unless it is programmed to, but the data is accessible 

without any upper node changes. In Figure 19, direction of connecting and data request-

ing are visualized. In presented system, Node 3 has open UI page, that needs dynamic 

values from lower node 1 and 2. Illegal actions are in the Figure for demonstration.  
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Figure 19. Message exchange as sequence diagram in node network. 

Deploying similar idea as in skill-based system, presented in chapter 2.3, tackles the 

disadvantage of complex data gathering from the root nodes. It’s done by replacing task 

in cloud service consisting of vast number of separate requests with calling a skill, hosted 

by a local node, that only uses local network for requests and returns a single answer. 

This brings computing closer to data source, which resembles the concept of fog servers 

presented in chapter 2.5. As stated previously, TCP/IP is data frame oriented, and 

doesn’t fit well for monitoring purposes due to large number of requests with relatively 

small size. These skills would also be in the same relation to system as other applica-

tions, that are previously mentioned. Utilizing them would reduce needed bandwidth and 

cloud platform computation.   

Having local top node hosting said skills and routing data traffic through it grants system 

almost full off-line functionality. While internet connection shut down or cloud system 

failure remote control and possible third-party cloud services like weather forecast are 
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naturally absent. Local node connections enable system implementation, where system 

functions otherwise normally and could be monitored from local network, even in said 

conditions. 

Configuring Node network is flexible way to implement and modify system. Subsystem 

can be configured to either star or mesh topology depending on situation. Upper node is 

configured to lower one and same requests work on any node that has given source 

beneath it in hierarchy. This enables any system structure and reduces complexity in 

modifications. 

Business clients would be having separate cloud services. This would make different 

stakeholder independent from any mutual service and add redundancy. This arrange-

ment is a compromise between collaboration and data privacy. All of the devices having 

private data would be visible only for that particular client’s cloud service node. In other 

hand, setup presented in Figure 17 enables data gathering straight from certain type of 

nodes for data analysis, comparison or some third-party. 

4.2 Communication protocol 

Message router application was solution for a very specific problem. At next, there is an 

overview of possible networking protocols and description of the process, that led to 

choosing suggested solution.  

Schachinger and Kastner (2017) draw outlines for evaluating different protocols. In Fig-

ure 20, relevant ones are gathered into a tree structure to visualize their dependencies. 

They implemented intermediary layer between local BAS and BMI or other service that 

demands networking, which means use case was similar to one implemented in this 

thesis. WebSocket ended up being utilized in this semantic bidirectional data transfer, 

even though BAS uses KNX in its own communication. 
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Figure 20. Relations between communication protocols for interoperable BAS sys-
tem. (D. Schachinger, W. Kastner 2017) 

KNX, BACnet and LonWorks were ruled out right away, because of being too technology 

specific. Their web interfaces, added by OBIX and OPC UA, are lacking ontology capa-

bilities.  HTTP requests are ruled out for requiring polling and SOAP for requiring too 

much bandwidth for M2M communication. MQTT is dropped for not having request-re-

sponse option, and XMPP and CoAP for missing semantic querying.  

Fernbach et al (2011) used OPC UA to implement interface between BAS-level BACnet 

communication and management-level. System setup is presented in Figure 21. OPC 

gives a standard of representing data, to which lower level communication is translated 

to in order to achieve interoperability between systems.  
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Figure 21. System setup for deploying OPC UA in BAS. (A. Fernbach, W. Granzer 
et al. 2011) 

Figure 21 shows how OPC UA server hides complexity. The server keeps information 

models, and automation level devices follow those models when sending data to server. 

Remote applications in management level exchange data only with the server.  

OPC UA clients can send process state information requests and control messages to 

servers from local or remote network, as shown in Figure 21. This means OPC UA client 

could represent BAS dashboard applications.  

Nazir and Kaleem (2019) implemented home security system using MQTT. MQTT is a 

publisher-subscriber protocol build on TCP. It grants intermediary layer for IoT based 

security system. Figure 22 presents simple setup for MQTT messaging process. 
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Figure 22. MQTT model. (S. Nazir, M. Kaleem 2019) 

As in Figure 22, MQTT is based on topics on message broker, where publisher can send 

messages to and subscribers are then notified. Messages are then delivered even if 

there are connectivity problems. Connections to message broker are being kept alive, 

and state of the connection can be monitored. MQTT supports four QoS levels: At most 

once, At least once, Exactly once and the one reserved for future implementing. For the 

security concerns, TLS is being provided and SSL supported. (S. Nazir, M. Kaleem 2019) 

Sahadevan et al (2017) used MQTT for IoT system in testing purpose. Intel Galileo was 

used as hardware, and lightweight MQTT fitted for the purpose. Since broker is only part 

of the system only functioning as a server, bidirectional communication is possible.  

In implemented IoT based e-voting system, user of the collected data is a cloud service. 

In said application information can’t be lost. MQTT brokers have message queues, but it 

requires local database for each off-line functionality.  

AMQP (Advanced Message Queueing Protocol) is an IoT protocol that is often compared 

to MQTT. It is capable of both client-server and client-broker communication, which is 

one of the key differences to MQTT messaging, that always needs message broker. 

Deploying request and response model and topic handling are presented in Figure 23. 

(T. Adiono, R. Marthensa et al. 2017) 
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Figure 23. AMQP communication. (T. Adiono, R. Marthensa et al. 2017) 

Both AMQP and MQTT are based on TCP connection that is kept open. AMQP is more 

reliable and interoperable, and having these features have its cost. They come with in-

creased message overhead, resource requirement, power consumption, latency and 

bandwidth usage. AMQP has only two QoS options, which are settle format and unsettle 

format. They are similar to MQTT options 0 and 1. (N. Naik 2017) 

These were the most common options for application layer protocol. As described in 

application requirements, data transfer was for monitoring and setting variables, and not 

for system control. This lightens requirements for communication.  

HTTP doesn’t fit for the purpose described in chapter 3.2. Dashboard running at, for 

example, cloud server should know the address for nodes below in order to request 

wanted datapoints. This is in conflict with the idea of making nodes not visible for public 

network. Also, hierarchical structure isn’t native usage of this protocol. 
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OPC UA server would be making same thing twice. The whole idea of SLC program is 

to hide complexity. It has tools for communicating with field devices and it grants interface 

to read system state information. SLC answers requests from TCP port, so communica-

tion and using information from server isn’t nearly as sophisticated, but main features 

are still overlapping.  

MQTT’s client-broker model is problematic for planned system structure. As a protocol 

made for event-based messaging, dashboards need for request-response communica-

tion isn’t native usage. Figure 23 shows that AMQP is much more suitable for this pur-

pose, since bidirectional communication and topic exchange are enabled. Server shown 

in Figure 23 would still be located in hierarchically lower node and therefore visible to 

network. Also, AMQP isn’t especially built for conveying messages through hierarchy 

layers, although Naik mentions flexible routing. Both of these are described and used as 

IoT protocols and they are probably more suitable under SLC than on top of it. 

For these reasons, message router was developed. It is based on keepalive TCP con-

nections and serialized JSON messages, much like MQTT. Objective to make minimal 

changes to already existing components create situation, where some self-made com-

ponent is mandatory for communication. Nonetheless, not using any higher-level proto-

cols is a choice to be evaluated.  
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5. IMPLEMENTATION 

When theoretical background supported original idea, message router application and 

test version of new web engine were developed and tested. Focus in said tests is on 

system latency. Other qualities like downtime or usability can be improved later, but in 

the proof of concept application it was critical to know what this system is capable of with 

chosen technologies.  

5.1 Web engine 

In this system, TCP connection is not meant to be used in an real-time critical process 

control. This leads to situation where monitoring application usability is the most latency 

dependent feature. Table 1 is used as reference when setting these requirements. It has 

existing implementations of present BASs numbered and it shows how many dynamically 

updated datapoints are there in their web application. System number two had most data 

points, and its view was complex and even bit hard to read for unaccustomed user. View 

was updated with two second interval to avoid flashing numbers. Fetching needed values 

from local machine takes only fraction of that time, which leads to conclusion that faster 

update cycle would not add value to the product.  

Table 1. Dynamic data points per web page in present monitoring system. 

Page number 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Data points 161  283 142 106 265 191 128 128 144 128 32 

 

Fully working version of web engine was not part of this thesis. It takes further investiga-

tion to find out which parts of old web engine are reusable with the new system. Web 

engine that was developed for testing is very simple and without any graphics. It fetches 

database values in similar manner as present web engine, but it communicates with the 

message router. Test application shows returned JSON document as text, and not in 

monitoring view graphics, but it proves old web engine is usable with new system with 

reasonable effort.  

5.2 SLC Engine 

System wide latency was approximated by adding up its components. This gives 

information about bottlenecks and makes it easier to estimate different scenarios. First 
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the response time of the local system was measured and size of database was increased 

between test rounds.  

Database has meaning of system state information in this context. Database has 

datapoints that consist of point name, metadata and present value. Presented latency 

tests measure response times relevant for the dashboard.  

SLC has TCP interface and, because forming a connection is one time opetarion and 

original idea was to request datapoints one by one, timer started after handshake. Size 

of the database was increased by generating data points with running number in the  

point name. Test software  could then create a request with static beginning half of the 

point name and adding random number smaller than database size. This quarantees 

that database has to do search operation and not just jump into a next item. Response 

time is average of 100 000 random requests. 

Figure 24. SLC response time to single data point request as function of data points 
in system. 

As can be seen in Figure 24, occurrence is the greatest factor what comes to response 

time. Measured SLC software was not application skeleton but fully working implemen-

tation. Monitoring is naturally on low priority, which makes response time depend on how 

busy system is at that exact moment. Although, Figure 24 tells that size of database will 

not be a problem, since search times were mainly caused by fluctuation and, as later is 

presented, relatively insignificant compared to other sources of delay. Peak value can 

be used as worst-case scenario when approximating system wide latency.  
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5.3 Test setup 

Test setup consisted of realistic hardware options used in real BAS implementations. All 

of the utilized industrial PCs were from supplier called OnLogic. PCs of different compu-

tational performance were chosen to detect possible bottleneck. PC model names were 

ML340G-51, CL200G-10-RS and ML100G-10. Setup included also Lenovo Thinkpad.  

When measuring latency at local network, devices, or nodes, were connected to 

Netwjörk 100/10 switch using Ethernet. For testing public network, the top node was 

connected to Teltonika RUT950 router with WiFi. This router wasn’t connected to office 

LAN, unlike other devices. 

SSH tunnel was used for secured connection. Figure 25 presents the principle how mes-

sage router doesn’t have to be configured anymore, because connection is forwarded 

from some standard local port to upper node. Naturally SSH client needs upper node’s 

IP- or DynDNS address, so effort of configuration was just relocated.   

  

Figure 25. Port forwarding with SSH tunnel. 

This software is built on top of Linux operating system, but different releases were used 

in testing. Laptop had Ubuntu 19.10, two more powerful industrial PCs had Ubuntu 18.04 

and the third model had Lubuntu 18.04.  

5.4 Message router 

Hierarchy levels are in important role in this cloud connected system. One of the disad-

vantages of using described message routing was having multiple network connections 

in order to get response. Relation between adding depth to the system implementation 

and increasing of the response time was critical factor. 
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 Bottom level sensor information must be usable for cloud layer in set timeframe. General 

idea was to see if each dynamic value could be fetched, even from the bottom layer, fast 

enough for update cycle. In final product there can be many hierarchy layers but ideally 

only one over public network. At this phase, system was used as skill or as local off-line 

monitoring tool. Effect of adding an extra layer is therefore measured while every PC 

being connected to same local network. Test run was done using stumps as SLC and 

web engine to get message delivery and response time.  

To extract routing time, the system was connected before test runs. One test run included 

thousand requests, which were not overlapping. For each hierarchy depth, the final 

measurement is an average of ten test runs.  

 

Figure 26. System response time as function of hierarchy layers. 

As presented in Figure 26, each layer in system seems to add constant delay to 

response. This is exactly what was expected from this kind of hierarchy based system 

and exponential growth would have indicated there is an error in the working principle. 

Assuming curve linear, system would be able to transfer requests and responses 

separately for complex monitoring view easily within the update cycle.  

Now it is known how message router acts when adding depth to hierarchy tree but what 

about width? To find out, following test setup was built. There was one PC with message 

router and web engine stump to run the test and other PC with a script for starting given 

amount of message router stumps with separate id’s. Web engine stump sends request 

to each message router stump and waits for return call before sending next one. Timer 

started after connection forming.   

Test run consisted of thousand separate requests, and final result is an average of three 

runs. At chapter 5.1, requests were done randomly, because the SLC is a black box in 

this thesis. This time hierarchically lower PC’s nodes could be called in numerical order, 

because it was known that routing function doesn’t gain any advantage of it.  
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Figure 27. Increasing amount of client nodes effect on response time. 

As can be seen in Figure 27, response time is significantly changed only after two thou-

sand client nodes. Until that, latency stays nearly the same as with one client in Figure 

26. It is not visible in these test results but starting message router stumps was getting 

slow with higher amounts. Industrial PC slowing down after thousands of simultaneous 

processes is probable cause of increasing latency. After all, results are better than ex-

pected, since test hardware was not assumed to be able to serve thousands of clients in 

working system. 

Message router seems to be efficient enough while nodes are in same local network. 

New system is supposed to be cloud connected, which makes using public network man-

datory. At next phase, same setup was used as in two-layer system in Figure 26, but 

upper layer node was using 4G connection and public IP address. In Figure 29 three 

separate network options are compared. First both nodes were in same local network, 

then communication was through public network, and last one was done using public 

network and SSH tunneling.  

Again, thousand requests were made to obtain request delay, and final result shown in 

Figure 28, is average of three test runs. In this test system was lacking width and setup 

consisted of only two nodes. The hierarchically upper one was connected to test algo-

rithm and lower one to SLC stump.   
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Figure 28. Response time in public network and delay by encryption. 

As can be seen in Figure 28, encryption is not increasing latency nearly as much as 

using public network. At this point it was clear that requests couldn’t be sent individually. 

Second test run in Figure 28 times the amount of dynamic values in web application is 

not yet exceeding update cycle, but measured system was two-layered and using SLC 

stump.  

This problem was solved by gathering all the requests assigned to same node to single 

JSON message. This adds complexity to web engine but decreases amount of sent mes-

sages significantly. Figure 29 presents how increasing message size affects response 

time.   
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Figure 29. Response time over one layer when message size is increased. 

These tests had the same setup as Figure 28 option “public network”. In x-axis, there is 

number of requests for certain datapoint. This leads to value zero being equivalent to 

“public network” test run. Other option would have been to give size of the request mes-

sage in bytes, but number of requests is more relevant. Test runs were done once per 

message size, which can be seen in irregularity of the chart.  

Collecting requests to single message seems to solve the problem. At least if upper node 

doesn’t need every datapoint from different node, in which case problem is still there.  

Intended usage of the system is such, that all values wouldn’t come from different nodes, 

since value normally has at least some communication status combined with it, which 

are counted as different values in the dashboard. And even if this kind of worst-case 

scenario came true, as Figure 30 tells, values could be retrieved within timeframe, at 

least in laboratory conditions.  

Figure 30 visualizes proportions of different latency sources in one example case. In this 

example, one JSON request is sent through total of five layers. First layer is through 

public network to simulate cloud instance. JSON message delivers one hundred SLC 

requests to single device.  
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Figure 30. Request latency in five-layer system delivering hundred database values. 

Public network delay in the Figure 30 is delay measured with one hundred requests from 

Figure 29. Test run used to measure values for Figure 29 used stump in the lower layer 

node, and rest of the activities from Figure 30 would take place between stump receiving 

message and sending set response. Because of this, rest of the layers can be added to 

total response time. In a same manner, SLC requests can be added to local hierarchy 

response, since these requests were commented out and replaced by set response in 

the test run. Latency through four layers is from Figure 26. SLC request time is from 

Figure 24, multiplied by one hundred. Value was read from maximum database size, and 

not the maximum delay, because of the variation. 

Same number of SLC requests were used in public network delay and actual SLC re-

quest function, but local hierarchy layer latency was measured using constant message 

size. Effect of increasing JSON message size can be estimated from Figure 29. Latency 

was increased by round one third when going from empty JSON message body to one 

hundred requests. In local network, latency is remarkably shorter, which puts weight on 

constant time operations and reduces the effect of message size.  

As table 1 presents, thirty datapoints can be seen as minimum of single dashboard view. 

Minimal view can also be thought of as minimum of data gathered from single device at 

one time, which leads to assumption that view datapoints divided by minimal view data-

points equals to estimated maximum number of separate devices to gather data from. 

Three hundred datapoints is used as upper limit in previous latency tests and the choice 
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gets support from table 1. This leads to most complex monitoring view in normal usage 

to consist of ten separate devices and thirty datapoints per device.  

There will be use cases where data is gathered from more than ten devices simultane-

ously. One of these is listing all the alarms from the whole system. This kind of standard 

form requests can be handled with supported skill -functionality. This is relatively easy 

with alarms since SLC comes with alarm list function. Request having standard form and 

data source being every node beneath, alarm listing should be possible to offer without 

implementation specific configuration. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The first task of this thesis was to gather information about building automation state-of-

the-art to form guidelines for future system development. Chapter 2 presents few main 

directions the field is moving in.  

Cloud connectivity and web services are needed to achieve BAS interoperability and 

management level features. Things like heating adjustment in basis of weather forecast 

and timing electricity consumption based on prize variation make BAS dependent on 

these services. Increasing demand on functions that combine information from multiple 

BAS instances calls for cloud services.  

Cheaper microcontrollers, lightweight communication protocols and IoT-platforms are 

enabling internet connectivity closer to field level. Saving bandwidth and reducing latency 

are driving development towards edge paradigm, where only important, high level, pre-

processed information is sent to cloud service over network. To reach this point, further 

system development is needed. At this point, existing platforms are not in mature phase, 

although decentralized computation can be achieved through, for example, multi agent 

systems.  

Different implementations were presented, but the overall view was clear. Results were 

used in Chapter 3 for system requirements. The goal was to find a way to take IP con-

nectivity towards field devices, keep computational performance in local level and enable 

cloud computing for system integration. 

First step towards these requirements was to develop software component that could be 

configured to form desired, hierarchy-based communication tool between systems. 

Since original software component were to be left unchanged, problem was to redirect 

requests. One of the requirements was to form connections bottom-up, which made con-

nectivity more complex. Result was message router application, that formed connection 

to given address and accepted connections from others forming and maintaining wanted 

node network.  

Test runs proved message router and chosen messaging model to be efficient enough. 

Three hundred dynamic values per UI view was maximum rounded up in currently im-

plemented systems. Two seconds was used as update cycle, so that values would be 

dynamic, but user has time to read them properly. In local network every value could be 

fetched separately, even if hierarchy has up to ten layers depth or thousands of nodes 
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width. Dashboard was meant to be running on cloud platform, which makes communi-

cating over public network more interesting. Public network delay, which would be pre-

sent with any protocol, is too much for this usage. Views must then be simpler, or contain 

multiple values from same node, which enables rounding them up.  

Message router enables interconnected BAS nodes, that can be installed on industrial 

PC for local computational performance, single-board computer for IoT functionality, or 

cloud service provider’s virtual machine for system collaboration. System fulfills first 

phase functionality and latency requirements.  

Naturally, protocols and message brokers that are widely used are more robust and ver-

satile than this message router application. This is, however, very specific way of imple-

menting BAS collaboration and none of them were directly fitting for the problem. This 

was proof-of-concept and future shows if it’s developed into fully working product, or if 

system structure is renewed more widely.  

Building automation’s future prospect include centralizing knowledge and decentralizing 

computation as described in state-of-art. No matter how this cloud-based dashboard is 

implemented, presented futuristic visions are far away.  
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